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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Sing The Blues A collection of
short erotic horror stories in the genres of sci-fi, paranormal and dystopia. Money, selfishness,
exhibitionism and revenge all play a role. The Breeders A breeding program that occurs on this
planet run by an alien species. Could escape be possible for both master and slave? Target Practice
Serena describes herself as a kind of Black Widow , who doesn t steal and kill (directly). She just
invites herself into other people s relationships. Time-A-Wastin A killer remembers how his mother
used to smell on her deathbed; fruity with a hint of decay, maybe? Up The Fundament A demon
exacts her revenge on a misogynist ex by delivering a punishment fit for a king (of sorts).
Whispering Bunnies The story of a revengeful female ghost committed to searching out the
relatives of those who drove her employers to hell. She loves to play games and she usually wins.
For The Alpha Wolves parade a local drinking hole outside a city. They re looking for prey to take
home to the Alpha. But which unsuspecting victims...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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